
Basic Baseball Fundamentals
Base Running

Batter-Runner Home to First:
Immediate play at first
1. Swing the bat, follow-thru, release the hands from the bat, run to and through first.
2. As you are running, peripherally see the field.  Know where the ball is.
   (It is not necessary to focus on first base, first base never moves. Know where the ball is).
3. Running full speed, touch the front edge of the base with the toes of your lead foot.
4. Continue past the base at least one step in full stride, then come to a quick stop using a
    shuffle step facing outward (momentum will usually cause three to five shuffle steps to stop).
Base hit, no immediate play at first
1 and 2.  Same as above
3. Starting, approximately half way to first, instead of continuing straight ahead begin running in
    an arc so that when first base is reached, touch the front inside corner of the base and move
    straight toward second.
4. Come to a stop after several steps facing the ball (how many steps depends on where the ball
    is and the speed of the runner).
5. Stay in this position until the ball has been successfully returned to the infield.
6. Shuffle step back towards first keeping your eye on the ball (until the ball reaches the pitcher).
Batter-Runner Home to Second and beyond: (extra base hit)
1 and 2 same as above.
3. Almost simultaneously with leaving the plate you begin to arc (round out), touching the inside
   front corner of the base continuing without hesitation toward second base.  If going beyond
   second continue running in an arc.
4-6 Same as above.
Base Runner Lead-off Mechanics:
Pitcher winding up: (shoulders pointing to first and third)
When the ball is returned to the pitcher from the catcher, the base runners should return to the
base (between pitches) so that they can look for signs from the coach.  When the pitcher starts
any motion to pitch (they are committed to pitch to the plate), the base runner should immediately
get to a maximum leadoff (far enough where they can get back to the base safely on an attempted
pick off) in a ready position (similar to the Set position in fielding) facing the pitcher, feet in line
with the next base at the back of the base, with the weight on the right foot (so their first move on
a batted ball is toward the next base).  Important at third to take the lead off a step into foul
territory (in case the batted ball is hit in their direction).  If the ball is not hit, they should remain
the maximum distance off only balanced now on both feet (if the runner on is on third,
immediately when the ball passes the hitter and is not hit, move slightly into fair territory).
Remain in this maximum leadoff in case the ball is over thrown to the pitcher.  When the ball is
returned to the pitcher, the runners return to their base, watching the ball.  Runners should never
turn their back to the ball when returning to base.
Pitcher in the set position: (shoulders pointing to second and home)
When the ball is returned to the pitcher from the catcher, the base runners should return to the
base (between pitches) so that they can look for signs from the coach.  When the pitcher starts
any movement to go to the set position, runners, in the ready position, should shuffle step off the
base to a maximum leadoff, facing the pitcher, with feet in line with the next base and at the back
of the base, balanced on both feet and never taking their eyes off of the pitcher.
Basics: Any time from the start of the stretch until they pitch to the plate, the pitcher may step
back off the rubber with their pivot foot (now are considered an infielder), step directly toward and
throw to an occupied base or step directly to second or third base, if occupied, and fake a throw.
Prior to pitching to the plate the pitcher must come to the set position (both hands together) and
stop.
Runner at first base:  Righthanded pitcher: the runner should focus on the pivot foot, the left knee
and the left shoulder.  Lefthanded pitcher: the runner should focus on the right foot (if it crosses
behind the pitching rubber).
Other runners:  Be sure the ball is going to the plate.
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Clarifications

Batter runner Home to first:
After a completed follow thru the batter should release the hands from the bat and run from under
the bat.  Taking time to discard the bat to the side will lose a step going to first.  Peripherally see
the field.  To many coaches teach their players as they run to look straight ahead to the base.
Bases never move, but the ball continually does and players need to know where the ball is.  A
slight glance in while running to first, a slight glance in when stealing a base, and
seeing the whole field when running bases or when the ball is behind them, as they are
running they need to be able to focus on the base, the base coach and the fielder in
position to receive a throw.  Coming to a stop as quickly as possible will put the batter-runner
closer to second base.  Each additional step taken overrunning first puts the batter-runner farther
from second if there is a misplay.  Coming to a stop facing outward (toward the infield) gives the
batter-runner the opportunity to view the entire field for possible misplays.  Do not be confused
with turning toward the infield and making an attempt to go to second.  The batter-runner may
turn either direction when overrunning first and is not in jeopardy to be put out if no attempt
toward second is made.

Running in an arc:
When looking at a baseball field from behind home plate the field appears to be in the shape of a
diamond.  Actually the bases and the base paths are in a square.  If you are running full speed,
you cannot run in a square so runners, in baseball, are allowed to establish their own base paths.
You can actually encircle the base paths, running in an arc, as long as you touch each base in
order.  The only time you have to run directly to a base is when a fielder has the ball.  Then you
must run from where you are at the time the fielder receives the ball, directly toward the base.  In
running toward the base when the fielder has the ball at or near the base, the runner is given
approximately three feet either side of the fielder to try to avoid the tag.

Leading Off:
Leading off at the back of the base instead of in the baseline has two advantages.  First, if you
immediately turn to your left and return to the base either standing up or sliding back head first
(preferred if you have a maximum lead off) you will be sliding at the back of the base instead of
straight into the base which will help in avoiding a tag.  Secondly, if you are stealing or running
and your first step is a slight turn on the front (pivot) foot and a cross over with your trail foot, the
cross over step will put you in a straight line with the next base.

Tagging up on fly balls:
1.  Runners should tag up facing the ball not facing the coach.
2.  The pivot or push off foot should be on the front edge of the base (closest edge to the next
      base).  Lean toward the base with the weight on the push off foot in a coiling action.  When
      the fly ball is first “touched” by the fielder (not caught), the immediately runner pushes off the
      base toward the next base or the plate.
3.  Runners should be taught to watch the fly ball and react on their own when to leave the base.
     ( if a coach wants to they can reinforce when to go by stating “Go” )

Philosophy:
There are four fundamentals.  Batting/Bunting, Throwing, Fielding, and Running.  Of the four
Running is the most neglected of the four fundamentals when it comes to teaching, but only
runners score so it is as important, if not the most important, of the four.  How many times in a
game is a runner thrown out or tagged out by a step.  Don’t forget to teach good running
fundamentals.  In a one or two run ball game, good base running fundamentals by the winning
team, usually makes the difference.


